January 12, 2016

Mr. Robert Pokorny, Water Operator
In Care Of Craig Huffman, Executive Director
Camp Calvin Crest
2870 County Road 13
Fremont, NE  68025

RE:  Public Water - Saunders - NE3120093 - Administrative Order – Return to Compliance

Dear Mr. Pokorny;

The Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Public Health, extends its congratulations to the Camp Calvin Crest for its return to compliance with the microbiological standards for drinking water as prescribed by Nebraska’s Regulations Governing Public Water Supply Systems, Title 179 NAC 2 and the Nebraska Safe Drinking Water Act.

Because requirements issued have been met, it is no longer necessary to comply with the terms of the Administrative Order.

It is the understanding of this Department, according to a telephone conversation on January 6, 2016 with Robert Pokorny, that the System plans to cease disinfection. However, if you should decide to continue with disinfection on a permanent basis, the Nebraska Safe Drinking Water Act requires that plans and specifications be approved by this Department. Please contact our Engineering Department at (402) 471-0522 for guidance and Mary Poe at (402) 471-1003 for additional laboratory test.

Thank you for your cooperation in successfully accomplishing this goal.

Sincerely,

Howard P. Isaacs, Administrator
Office of Drinking Water
Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services
howard.isaacs@nebraska.gov
402-471-0510
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